FOCUS on FRIENDS
Kreie: Ethanol May be Key to Economic Development
Rod Kreie is no novice when it comes to economic development.
In the past quarter century, this 1977 Southwestern alumnus has been
involved in bringing businesses as diverse as a clothing store and a fresh produce
plant to Grant County. Still, he’s never seen anything like what’s about to
happen in Ulysses.
Within the next few months the southwest corner of Kansas will see the
construction of a $90 million plant to produce ethanol. And when that plant
goes into operation, Kreie says, it just may start to turn around that community’s
precarious economic state. In the past few years, more than 70 percent of taxes
paid in that area have come from oil and gas producers, Kreie points out, and as
production dwindles, economic lifeblood is dwindling as well.
“Our valuation went down this year for the first time in several years,”
Rod explains. “They’re probably producing half
the gas they did 30 years ago, but the price is over
twice as high so the valuation remains high. We
have reached the point in time where the decline
in production is exceeding the increase in price for
valuation. So if we do nothing, our town would
literally dwindle away because we just aren’t able to
remain competitive with other communities.”
A good start on a solution to this dilemma,
Kreie believes, is the ethanol plant.
A certified public accountant who sold his
practice a decade ago, Kreie speaks passionately about
the need for this kind of economic development in
southwest Kansas. For years he has helped investors
buy and sell businesses, often providing accounting
services at free or reduced cost in order that the
business could get off the ground.
But he’s never done anything like this ethanol
plant. In the eight months since he began working with the Nexsun company,
the group has produced internal feasibility studies, has plotted production of the
grain that will be converted to ethanol, has projected how the plant will affect
local agriculture commodities.
Kreie has used his years of experience and his connections as entrée for the
investors. As a result, this project has gotten off the ground with amazing speed,
Kreie says. Despite its experience in the field of ethanol production, Nexsun
(which also has plants under construction in China and in Washington state) has
been delighted with Kreie’s efforts.
“I think when you are honest and you have integrity, that opens a lot of
doors for you,” he says.
When the plant is online, it will be converting 16 million bushels of corn
into 45 million gallons of ethanol, most of it to be sold on the front range of
the Rocky Mountains. Approximately 40 employees (three-fourths of them
engineers and other white-collar workers) will become part of the Ulysses
community.

Southwestern College’s Athletic Hall of Fame
inducted five new members during ceremonies Saturday, Nov. 3.
Joining the list of all-time greats were (clockwise from back left)
Jimmy Peppers ’62, football and track; Gary Garzoni ’72, football;
Jim Davie ’65, football; Esther Wilson ’79, tennis; and Dave
Warren ’51, baseball.
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Even more importantly, the plant will have the ability to use milo as its
grain source, a crucial distinction in this area where water for irrigation is an
overriding concern.
“It takes a lot less water to grow milo, so the water savings would be in the
trillions of gallons annually if we were to grow and use all milo,” Kreie adds.
But the ethanol plant is only the beginning of Kreie’s ambitions when it
comes to economic development.
“This is the most cutting-edge project I’ve worked on, but I’m working
on another one now that might be in the $600 million range when we get
through,” Kreie predicts.
Following proven practices that already exist in Europe and other countries,
this enormous project known as an agriplex would be a series of businesses that
complement each other to produce a completely efficient system. One example
would include a business that grows algae, squeezes the oil out of the plant to
make bio-diesel, then sells the by-product to a fish farm that sells fish as a food
product.
“It’s a circle of industry that works together in a system where we end up
with zero emissions and zero waste because all the waste is consumed by another
element of the agriplex,” Kreie says, his voice crackling with excitement.
It’s an ambitious project, but Kreie is undaunted by the prospect. He’s
grown accustomed to a frenetic lifestyle, with a “retirement” schedule that
currently includes serving as a Southwestern College trustee, Rotary district
governor, as a volunteer for a variety of other causes, and as an economic
development advocate. With the Nexsun ethanol plant well on its way to reality,
the agriplex seems like a logical next step.
“I may not get it put together,” Kreie concludes, “but it won’t be because I
didn’t try.”

The story, ageless as Christmas,
was familiar when Eagerheart
took the stage for the 75th
year in early December.
The look, though,
was new.
Designed by Jessica
Callison Fisher ’92, the
characters appeared in
new costumes that drew
inspiration from across
the globe.
“I wanted to create a
sense that it feels like a bigger
story,” Callison explained.
“It encompasses everyone,
not just Western Europeans.”
Eagerheart’s old
costumes had been in use
since the 1950 Richardson
fire destroyed Miss Helen
Graham’s originals. Callison
faced many of the same challenges
faced by the original costumers, knowing that these ensembles must be built
with care, sewn to last for decades rather than for a few performances.
And the costumers worked with the knowledge that actors over the years
span a wide variety of sizes and shapes, as well as (in some roles) varying
genders. Expandable seams, generous hems and cuffs, and garments that wrap
rather than button help ease the transition.
In all of this, though Eager Heart remained dressed in a simple blue
frock with white overlay. She, like the story, remains unchanging.
The 75th anniversary production of Eagerheart was presented Dec. 1 and 2. Commemorative DVDs of the
production are available. For more information, contact Roger Moon at Roger.Moon@sckans.edu.

